Errata

Publication 1

Section 2.5, first paragraph, second sentence: “Drops were formed with an integral dispenser using LH-L7902000 low-retention pipette tips (Sartorius Biohit Liquid Handling Oy, Helsinki, Finland).”

Provided product code LH-L7902000 is incorrect and should instead be LH-L790200.

Section 3.5, first paragraph, second sentence: “These were tested on the ring test pattern printed on the MFC105 + MFC A coating with 2 layers of AKD ink applied at 20-μm drop spacing, found previously to be able to contain water in the same test environment.”

Reference to MFC105 + MFC A coating is incorrect and should instead be FCC105 + MFC A.

Publication 3

Section 2.6, third paragraph, third sentence: “The 10 channels divide as: 1 unprinted control (xo), 3 containing CMC regions of 1, 2 and 3 in. layers, another 3 containing printed polyDADMAC regions (also of 1, 2 and 3 in. layers), and a final 3 containing printed PEI regions (also of 1, 2 and 3 in. layers).”

The term “in.” appearing thrice in the sentence is incorrectly applied during journal editing, and, in all occurrences, should instead be ink.